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PREFACE 
We decided, together with the Carpineni Village Council, to join the “Mayors for Economic 

Growth” Initiative to be able to develop the Action Plan for Economic Development of the locality, 

which will help us know precisely what actions need to be implemented over the next two years. 

Several groups of economic agents representing different branches of the local economy were 

consulted during the development of the Plan – activity which helped us to identify the obstacles that 

the local businesses are facing, as well as to determine the real solutions for their overcoming. 

The time allocated for the implementation of this Plan is very limited, that is we decided to 

focus our efforts on strengthening the capacities of the economic agents from the field of agriculture 

(plant breeding) by the creation of the Carpineni Cereal Producers Association, offering to the 

economic agents spaces and equipment for processing cereals, purchasing the corresponding 

equipment for packaging and creating the adequate conditions for the processing of cereals’ products 

– actions that will increase the value chain in this important sector of the local economy. 

Another important activity is dedicated to the promotion of the Carpini brand (a brand was 

created by the local company „Rusale Paste LLC”, which currently produces a wide range of fresh 

pasta) on the external market. That will support the development of the company and the creation of 

new jobs, as well as will contribute to the external positioning and promotion of the image of the 
locality open for the business environment. 

Therefore, we believe that the described actions for the proposed period will be implemented 

with the direct contribution and involvement of the community stakeholders included in this Plan, 

and the results obtained out of the implementation of the Local Economic Development Plan will 

boost and offer confidence to the business environment and the whole community.  

 

 

 

 

 

To request a copy of this Plan, please contact: 
Name: Veronica Li-Șui-Cean, 
Position: Secretary, 
Address: sat. Cărpineni, str. Independenței 94, 
Telephone: 0269 28238, 0269 26019, 
Fax: 0269 28236, 
E-mail: primaria.carpineni@gmail.com, 
Website: www.carpineni.md 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The Carpineni village  is the largest locality in Hincesti rayon and represents a center of 
economic growth in this region of the rayon, being situated close to the Romanian border. The locality 
is characterized by offering a wide range of communal, educational, cultural and health services, and 
has agricultural land and industrial spaces available for investment: a foreign-owned enterprise was 
recently attracted to the territory, creating more than 50 workplaces. Carpineni commune has the 
tradition of agricultural products processing, but the value chain of production is poorly developed. 
At the same time, the locality faces a high level of migration, which has led to a major labor force 
crisis, local roads are in a unsatisfactory condition, and the gas network is underdeveloped. 

In order to ensure the continuity of the sustainable development of the locality, a diverse and 
competitive economy is needed, so that the offered services to condition the welfare of the 
inhabitants. In this context, the LPA wants to intervene with a series of measures to support the local 
economic agents through the cooperation with the external partners local development, involvement 
of locals that are abroad in the development of the local economy, revitalization of the agricultural 
branch through the creation of producer associations, and development of know-how technologies. 
The LPA has joined the "Mayors for Economic Growth" Initiative to have the opportunity to develop 
a local economic development plan that will focus LPA efforts to ensure the growth of specific sectors 
of the local economy. 

In our view, Carpineni commune can become a pole of zonal growth, with a food industry 
based on local raw materials, services and physical support infrastructure for the business 
environment developed by actively promoting the economic potential of the local products at 
regional level and increasing the chain value of local products. 

Thus, in the next two years, we intend to create the Business Center and the Grain Producers 
Association in order to facilitate the access of the economic agents in agriculture to cheaper 
accounting, legal and labor protection services, we plan to transfer to the Agricultural Producers 
Association the economic management the equipment for cereals processing together with the 
building and the spaces necessary for carrying out the cereals processing and packaging, as well as 
to obtain the equipment necessary for the packaging of the finished products. 

In order to obtain permissive documents from the National Agency for Food Safety and the 
Public Health Agency, we will adapt the existing production and packaging facilities to national 
standards. 

We want the Carpini branded products to be sold on the European Union market, and to reach 
this goal we will realize a market study in order to launch the Carpini brand on the Romanian market, 
will facilitate the conclusion of an exclusive distribution contract with a company from Romania, and 
the local Carpini brand belonging to „Rusale Paste LLC” will be registered State Agency on Intellectual 
Property. 

In conclusion, it is important to mention that for the implementation of the proposed actions 
of the Plan a budget of 204 thousand euros is needed. The Local Council of Carpineni can finance the 
described actions with 10 thousand Euro, the business environment will cover the amount of 43 
thousand Euro, the national programs and identified donors will cover expenses amounting 55 
thousand Euro, and the deficit amount is of 96 thousand Euro. 
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2. Local Economy Diagram; 
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4. INTRODUCTION 
 

The Carpineni commune joined the “Mayors for Economic Growth” Initiative on September 
12, 2017. 

It is the largest locality in Hincesti rayon and represents a center of economic growth in this 
part of the rayon. 

Since 90s the locality has registered a high degree of population migration, which took place 
in 2 phases, the first phase being characterized by the internal migration of the population from 
Carpineni to Chisinau, the second - from Carpineni outside the Republic of Moldova. Currently, the 
share of migration reaches 30% of the total population of the locality, which represents over 50% of 
the working population (18-55 years). The share of the working population is about 3000, 52% - 
women and 48% - men. The average age of women able to work is about 44 years, and of men - 39 
years. The citizens of neighboring villages are involved as workers and as consumers of the local 
economy. 

Over time, it has been demonstrated that in order to ensure the continuity of sustainable 
development of the locality, the local economy needs to be well-developed, diverse and competitive, 
offering services according to the needs and ensuring the comfort and welfare of the inhabitants. In 
this context, the LPA has joined the ”Mayors for Economic Growth” Initiative in order to have the 
opportunity to elaborate the Local Economic Development Plan that will focus LPA’s efforts in the 
direction of the growth of local economy specific sectors. 

The Local Economic Development Plan derives from the Local Development Strategy of 
Carpineni Commune 2016-2020, carried out under ILDJP and does not violate the principles of the 
Local Action Plan for Environment. 

For the development of the plan, the partnership between LPAA and the business community 
was established. Due to this partnership, business environment was consulted in the process of the 
plan development, so that the problems and solutions could be identified jointly. 

 

 

5. THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN ELABORATION PROCESS 
 

In the process of drafting the Local Economic Development Plan, LPAs, economic agents and 
local NGOs were involved. To draft the document, a working group consisting of 8 members was set 
up and had working sessions once every two weeks. During the elaboration of the Local Economic 
Development Plan 12 working sessions were held. The partnership of the civil society and private 
sectors, generated often disagreements in the process of discussion, the latter being more pragmatic 
and specific in regards with the proposed timeline and solutions. 

In this context, all parties have noticed the difference of concepts between the private, public 
and associative sectors. However, in order to ensure the quality of the developed document, the LPA 
has used the recommendations of all the parties involved in the drafting process. 

Further information on the composition of the working group can be found in Annex A. 

 

 

6. LOCAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
 

6.1 Analysis of Local Economic Structure  
Carpineni village has a population of 10640 inhabitants (49.3% - men and 50.7% - women), 

out of them 9684 being located in Carpineni village and 956 - in Horjeşti village. The total surface 
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includes a built-up area of 1710 ha, as well as an outside the build up area of 11940 ha. The distance 
to the main cities is: Bucharest - 370 km S-V; Iasi - 78 km N-N-V; Hancesti -35 km . 

Communication routes: The length of local roads is of 118 km, out of which 34 km have a 
rigid surface (12 km asphalt and 22 km gravel). The main transport route is the road connecting 
Cărpineni at 14 km N with Lăpuşna and with the national road Leuseni (Albiţa RO) - Hancesti - 
Chisinau and at 16 km S in the Sărata-Răzeşi locality with the Leuşeni-Leova national road. 

The economy of Carpineni commune is characterized by a diverse economic structure. It is 
a rural locality with the largest local economy in Hincesti rayon and with the most various spectrum 
of services offered to the population and economic agents, reaching the standards of the medium-
sized towns of the Republic of Moldova. According to the data of the National Bureau of Statistics and 
the data provided by the State Tax Inspectorate, the State Chamber of Registration, 195 enterprises 
are registered on the territory of the commune, out of which only 160 units have an economic activity. 
Annually, 3-4 new companies are established, especially in the following sectors: industry, services, 
commerce and agriculture. It is worth mentioning that the newly formed companies are established 
by the locals that came back from abroad, who have liquidity and transfer the technology know-how 
from the countries where they have activated. 

Local agriculture is represented by 9 large agricultural enterprises, which own and process 
land with a surface of more than 10 ha, with a total area of 3000 ha. In the last years, there have been 
developed the advanced vegetable farming on protected areas, fruit growing and viticulture. Fruit 
growing is developing more rapidly lately. The farms owners associated and built a refrigerator to 
store fruits and vegetables and to gain added value for the sold products. 

Advanced fruit and vegetable growing is developing faster, benefiting from significant 
subsidies from the State Subsidizing Fund. The most important issue in agriculture lies in the 
fragmentation of the land and selling of cereals obtained from the processing of agricultural land 
through intermediaries. A solution for the economic efficiency of the plant breeders' business would 
be the creation of the Agricultural Cereals’ Producers Association, which would lead to consolidated 
efforts towards obtaining cereals processing technologies, finding new markets, increasing the value 
chain and strengthening the legal skills of entrepreneurs working the land. 

 Animal husbandry or livestock breeding is represented by the growth and production of 
quail meat by 1 local producer, which also sells quail eggs. At the same time, some agricultural 
households develop apiary. Currently, in the locality there are 5 apiaries owners who sell honey and 
bee products to the local market, but most of them are produced en gross to be exported. Currently, 
there are tendencies to associate them, forming the Beekeepers Association, to be able to purchase 
packaging and labeling equipment to increase the value chain and export directly from the 
manufacturer. 

There are 3 bovine breeders who produce and sell milk and dairy products. Sheep and goat 
breeding is owned by individuals who have sheepfolds. Currently, 10 sheepfolds are situated on the 
territory of the commune and their owners produce and sell cheese and lamb individually at the 
agricultural market in the locality. Individually, the inhabitants grow pigs and birds. 

The fisheries sector is underdeveloped. The 6 ponds in the locality are leased, but the culture 
of fish growth is poorly developed and does not reach the industrial level. 

 The service and trade sector includes 42 commercial enterprises (26 shops and retail 
unities, 3 cafes, 3 restaurants, 2 fuel stations, 5 pharmacies, 3 veterinary pharmacies). The service 
subsector is represented by 18 enterprises, of which 4 are construction companies, 2 offer repair 
services, 4 - home repair services, 4 hairdressers and 2 tailor shops, 1 taxi service, 1 florist. At the 
same time, there are 2 parks in the locality.  

The support and business infrastructure is represented by 4 enterprises: 2 commercial bank 
offices, 1 training and consultancy center in agriculture and 1 representation of insurance companies. 
At the same time, the locals’ demand for goods and products is satisfied by three markets: two 
agricultural and one industrial, serving 35,000 buyers - the population of Carpineni and neighboring 
villages that frequent these markets on Thursdays and Sundays every week. 
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The light industry is represented by 8 industrial enterprises, 4 of which are specialized in 
food industry (2 mills, 1 bakery and 1 fresh pasta production enterprise, unique on the Moldovan 
market: SRL Rusale Paste - CARPINI brand) and 4 - in the production industry (1 furniture 
manufacturing company, 2 doors/ windows manufactories and 1 specialized on metal products). 

The garment industry is represented by enterprise with foreign capital “Astroline”, which 
produces uniforms for doctors and exports them abroad, while providing jobs for 50 women in the 
locality, and planning to expand to 250 workplaces. It is important to mention that for this company, 
the Carpinieni mayorlty has created the necessary infrastructure - a 160kW electric power supply 
line and medium and low pressure gas pipeline, the amount of the investment approaching 1 million 
MDL. 

The economic agents in the real sector of the economy have created jobs for 663 employees, 
with 215 more jobs currently available.  

The economic activity covers most of the areas present in an urban locality, such as: 

Type of economic activity Amount 
Retail/ trade 70 
Animal husbandry 19 
Medical and pharmaceutical services 12 
Agricultural production 9 
Industrial production, construction and urban development 8 
Services to Population (hair dresses, laundry, car repair services, minor repair 
services) 

8 

Restaurants, cafes, bars etc. 7 
Repair and car wash services 5 
Transport/taxi 4 
Communication services 3 
Creative Services (design, photography, videography, web design, social media, event) 3 
Markets 3 
Gas stations 2 
Financial services 2 
Public water supply and waste management services 1 
Information technology services 1 
Business Services (training, consulting, marketing research, PR, advertising, 
publishing) 

1 

Intensive agriculture 1 
Cultural Heritage 1 

 

Table 1: Local Economic Structure 

Migration had a negative effect on the local labor market, as a massive migration of skilled 
workers was stated. The migration rate is higher than 40%, out of which the citizens who leave 
abroad constitute 30%, while the internal migration is of 10-15%. Currently, as a result of local 
migration, the workforce is largely with low skills and the unemployment rate is low. Most of the 
work force has migrated towards a better-paid labor market. A beneficial effect of local population 
migration is the large remittances paid to the local economy, the transfer of know-how and new skills 
acquired by migrants. The working population has 6745 people, out of which more than half are 
employed informally (4300 persons) – half of them – women and 25% - young people. Poor people 
prefer to engage unofficially as seasonal workers. 
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6.2 Local Cooperation and Networking  

 Public-private cooperation is achieved by involving private partners in solving local 
community problems, such as sanitation of some localities, organizing local festivities and 
implementing projects. For example, the Craftsmen Fair (Targul Mesterilor populari) – a regional 
festival, organized jointly with the Mayoralty and the Center for Conservation and Promotion of 
Regional Authentic Values (NGO). Along with this NGO, the local council has founded and will 
administer the Village Museum. 

In partnership with the “Speranţa” NGO, Carpineni mayoralty organizes annually the Water 
Festival - a regional festival of customs and traditions related to water, as well as some environmental 
projects, as a result of which an unauthorized garbage dump was liquidated and a part of the central 
park was arranged. 

In partnership with “Linga noi” NGO, the mayoralty implemented a series of environmental 
and infrastructure projects. As a result, there was arranged a recreational playground for children 
and adults and a street fitness area, and developed a network of 60 street loudspeakers to ensures 
decision transparency, as well as and was refurbished and equipped with the premises of the 
volunteer fire brigade. 

Also, the economic agents are engaged in activities of community interest. At the same time, 
the mayoralty offers NGOs space and methodological support, while for business development it 
offers some rooms and land for rent or lease. For „Astroline”, which produces medical uniforms, LPA 
has built with the financial support of external donors an electric line required for the company's 
activity and a network of medium-pressure natural gas. The citizens also were connected to the 
network to in this way, so that the partnership was trilateral. The mayoralty of Carpineni promotes, 
inclusively abroad, the image of the local economic agents (companies), of the returned citizens who 
have created successful businesses and local products. 

It is worth mentioning that the local businesses are strongly involved in the decision-making process, 
and that one third of the members of the local council are economic agents, so that the 
representatives of the business community are present in all the specialized committees of the Local 
Council. 

 

6.3 Business-friendly, Transparent and Corruption-Free Administration 

  

Within the Mayoralty of Carpineni, there is a delegated employee who is responsible for 
recording the economic agents. Until 2016 one of the main tasks of this person was to issue operating 
authorizations for economic agents. After the amendment of the legislation on entrepreneurship, the 
obligation to obtain the operating authorization was excluded, the economic agent being responsible 
only to notify the LPA about the activity. In this context the delegated person currently has the 
responsibility to inform the business environment about the initiatives and proposals of the Chamber 
of Trade and Industry, to organize business information seminars in partnership with the Central 
Public Administration and the decentralized services, to announce and inform the business 
environment about the opportunities for obtaining grants (grants, investment projects). This person 
also disseminates information about the land fund, public and private real estates’ sale, lease or 
rental. 

An important role for the development of the entrepreneurship has the opportunities for 
developing the infrastructure for business environment - works financed by the Mayoralty of 
Carpinieni through various donors. Thus, an eloquent example is the creation of support 
infrastructure (power supply line with the capacity of 160 KW and power supply system for natural 
gas) worth 50 000 Euros. LPA also strives to strengthen the administrative capacities of the economic 
agents by facilitating the creation of producer associations in different fields. 

LPA pays a special attention to the web-page www.carpineni.md and Facebook and 
Odnoklassniki social networks pages of the Mayoralty of Carpineni, used as tools to ensure the 
transparency of the decision making process, publishing information about all local taxes and 
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charges, Council decisions, public procurement notices, legislative changes, document templates, 
business support information. Not all economic agents can use information technologies. 

At the same time, following the interviews with the business representatives, it is clear that 
the main challenges and shortcomings faced by them are: the limited access to qualitative accounting 
services, reduced access to legal services, lack of services in the field of labor protection, marketing 
and low access to cheap financing, lack of space adapted for industry, low access to the market 
outside the Republic of Moldova. 

In most of the cases, taking into account the large surface of the locality, the business access 
to road infrastructure, natural gas supply and centralized sewerage is limited. However, if with the 
challenges and shortcomings listed above are faced by the business community randomly, then a 
common problem for all of them is the lack of qualified work force. 

 

(Growth) Sector  
(sub-sectors) 

Main challenges likely requiring business support assistance 

Sector (sub-sector) 1 
Agriculture 

1. Expensive accounting services (the complexity of the way 
of keeping the accounting records), 

2. Lack of legal aid, 
3. Lack of services in the field of labor protection, marketing 

and promotion, 
4. Lack of cooperation (producer association) among 

farmers, 
5. Low access to sources of financing (cheap bank loans). 

Sector (sub-sector) 2 
Industry 

1. Lack of qualified labor force, 
2. Lack of legal aid, 
3. Lack of marketing and promotion services, 
4. Lack of access to the external market, 
5. Lack of spaces adapted for industry, 
6. Lack of necessary equipment, 
1. Low access to sources of financing (cheap bank loans). 

Sector (sub-sector) 3 
Services 

1. Lack of legal aid, 
2. Low access to cheap accounting services, 
3. Low access to sources of financing (cheap bank loans). 

 

6.4 Access to finance 

The access to finance in the village of Carpineni is provided by Moldova Agroindbank 
Commercial Bank and the Savings and Loan Association, but their lending conditions are unfavorable 
for the entrepreneurs because of the high credit repayment rate and the high value of the credit 
collateral pledge. The representatives of the business community say that the banking services 
provided by Moldova Agroindbank are expensive, which led to the fact that the Carpineni economic 
agents opened their current accounts in the commercial banks from Hincesti and Chisinau. Some 
local entrepreneurs benefit from grant programs such as IFAD. The agriculture businesses benefit 
from subsidies from the Agricultural Intervention and Payments Agency according to the law of 
subsidies, but most entrepreneurs identify as an important problem that prevents them from 
developing the unfavorable lending conditions from financial banking institutions. Most of the 
economic agents launched their business based on the finances earned abroad, from the diaspora or 
relatives who are abroad - the main remittances producers outside the country. Several businesses 
have mentioned that they have accessed loans from individuals without pledging goods, but these 
loans are more expensive. 
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6.5 Land and infrastructure 

Land and infrastructure. To attract investment, local authorities can provide potential 
investors with multiple land plots, located in built up area and could be used for construction or other 
purposes. Currently, within built up area, there is a plot designated for construction which is 
connected to the drinking water network and a 10 kW power supply line and in the future could be 
used as an industrial park or business park. Outside the built up area there are several agricultural 
lands of different size. It is worth mentioning that the ATU Carpineni has the largest land fund in the 
Republic of Moldova. 

In terms of real estate, the mayoralty together with the Local Council can make available to the 
business environment the premises of the former vocational school with practical space and 
production halls, which includes several buildings with different purposes, parameters and 
dimensions, as: 

1. the premises of the cereal processing laboratory (mill), which has functional equipment; 
2. the study building no. 1 with 2 levels and a surface of more than 2000 m2, equipped with 

offices and halls; 
3. the building of the student dormitory no. 1 with 2 levels and a surface of 690 m2, with 8 

apartments; 
4. the building of the student dormitory no. 2 with 2 levels and a total area of 1400m2, equipped 

with halls adapted for the chefs, dining room, auditoriums and spaces adapted for student 
dorms;  

5. the building of the student dormitory building no. 3 with a floor and an area of 270 m2. 
 

The premises of the former social service building (with a potential of about 35 offices) and 
the former repair shop (about 1,000 m2) are currently private properties, but can be used as spaces 
for industrial activities.  

On the territory of the locality, a wine factory and a combined fodder plant were built, 
buildings that are currently owned by several individuals and economic agents. These businesses 
created traditions in the agri-food industry. Thus, currently, there are tendencies to open a fruit and 
vegetable dryer, to construct a refrigerator for the storage of agricultural production (vegetables) 
and equipped with a processing and packaging hall. 

A great investment potential has the territory of the former pond located in the center of the 
village and with a surface of 47ha. The pond could be rebuilt, and generate a wide range of 
recreational services, as well as the development of the fisheries and energy sectors. 

So far, several infrastructure projects have been developed in the locality, so the locality is covered 
with an 80% aqueduct network, natural gas network - 12%, street lighting - 64%. 

Expressed private sector 

needs by type of 

infrastructure 

Existing Provision  Expressed private sector 

needs by type of 

infrastructure 

Micro-company or sole 

trader workspace 

(workshops) – 

(with/without) shared 

common facilities 

2 industrial work spaces with 
more than 2000 m2. 

 

Office space – 

(with/without) shared 

common facilities 

40 offices  

Business incubator (< 10 

start-up/micro-companies; 

Venue for Business Center 
with total surface of 2000 m2 
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> 10 start-up/micro-

companies) 

Business/ Industrial park 3.5 hectares - land with 
industrial destination, 
equipped with infrastructure, 
electricity and drinking 
water supply network.  

 

Science/ Technology park 25 ha  

 

 

6.6 Regulatory and Institutional Framework 
The regulatory and institutional framework at local level is made up of local regulations 

(on trade, maintaining cleanliness on the territory of the locality, etc.) and decisions of the Local 
Council. Even though the business sector is regulated at national level, the Local Council offers 
entrepreneurs support by exempting certain taxes in the first year of a business activity, approves 
the design and urbanism certificates. The mayoralty offers Announcements of notifications receipt, 
issues provisions and offers confirmatory certificates, ascertainment acts or official records 
necessary for the economic activity of the companies, issues urban planning certificates and 
construction permits. 

 

6.7 Skills and Human Capital, Inclusiveness 
 

Skills and human capital. The economically active population is of 6745 people, including 
3,449 women. The employed in the economy population is of 2438 people, that representing a total 
of 36%. More than half of the economically active population is employed informally. In the last few 
years some of the locals who migrated abroad, returned and invested in new businesses in the 
locality, thus bringing financial resources in the community, as well as some new technologies and 
practices that are unique in the country. So, over 200 new workplaces have been opened in the past 
3 years. The examples of new business activities with the application of external experience include 
two car repair shops, a pasta factory, several trade activities, a textile factory founded by a foreign-
owned enterprise. 

Currently, there is registered a shortage of workforce in the following areas: tractor 
mechanics, mechanics, electricians, tailors, welders, accountants, bakers, sales persons, professional 
drivers. In this context, we are planning to develop with the representatives of the business 
environment a list of needed specialists and send it to NAE, so that the central authorities would 
finalize the state order to the educational institutions in order to get a qualified workforce. 

   

6.8 External Positioning and Marketing 
 

External positioning and marketing. A considerable advantage for the economic 
development of the locality is that it is located only 28 km away from the Leuseni-Albita customs 
point. The community of Cărpineni collaborates in the economic and cultural sectors with the 
twinned localities outside the country: the Siennica Rozana locality in Poland, the Miroslava 
commune and the Pascani locality in Romania. Due to the cooperation with the Siennica Rozana 
locality, the volunteer fire station in Cărpineni obtained fire fighting equipment from Poland,  while 
in cooperation with Miroslav and Paşcani localities we applied for cultural and health projects with 
external financing, as well as in partnership with Chechelnik from Ucraine we currently implement a 
cross-border project on waste management. The Carpineni Mayoralty promotes the image of the 
locality for investors and entrepreneurs through the Facebook social network and the website.. 
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The Carpineni commune is a well-known locality in the Republic of Moldova, due to the fact 
that it implemented more than 30 investment and infrastructure projects in recent years. It is a 
locality that can attract external financing for infrastructure projects, and develops faster than 
neighboring localities due to the institutional capacities of the LPA. There is a tendency among young 
families from neighboring villages to look for a job and to get employed in Carpineni or even to live 
here. 

 

 

7. SWOT Analysis 

 

Strenghts Weaknesses 
 The largest rural community in Hincesti 

rayon, with the best infrastructure in the 
area 

 Wide range of communal, educational, 
cultural, health services 

 Diversified economy with development 
tendencies and high economic potential 

 Good administrative management 
 Active participation in projects by close 

cooperation with the external donor 
community present in Moldova 

 Newly created economic units are exempt 
from local taxes in their first year of 
activity, 

 Tradition of agricultural products 
processing, 

 Existence of enterprises with foreign 
capital, 

 Available industrial spaces, 
 Existence of local branded producers, 
 Presence of recreational places for all age 

categories, 
 Geographical location close to the border 

with Romania 

 Poorly developed natural gas supply 
system, 

 Road network in unsatisfactory condition, 
 Lack of sewerage system, 
 Tourism is not developed, 
 Agriculture is conducted in an unplanned 

manner, 
 An expensive banking sector, 
 Lack of skilled labor force, 
 Lack of irrigation system in agriculture, 
 Limited access to consulting services in the 

field of business creation, 
 Economic agents in agriculture are 

dispersed, 
 Low development of local value chains, 
 Defective dialogue between the economic 

agents and the Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry, 

 Massive migration of qualified labor force 
 Unprocessed agricultural land 
 Illegal street trade 

 

Opportunities Threats 
 Cooperation with external partners in the 

field of local development 
 Involvement of locals who live abroad in 

the development of the local economy, 
 State programs - funding sources 
 External donors for the construction of 

sewerage networks 
 Economic Facilitation Measures for 

Investors, 
 Farmers may move to the cultivation of 

drought resistant plants, 
 Application of new technologies and 

protected field technologies in the 
technological process 

 Revitalization of the agricultural branches 
by creating producer associations and 
developing know-how technologies. 

 

 Political and economic instability at 
national level; 

 Climate change, 
 Decrease of the remittances because of the 

instability in the EU countries 
 Migration of the labor force 
 The influence of politics on the activity of 

local institutions and people 
 Productivity decline in agriculture caused 

by extreme climatic conditions 
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8. VISION OF THE ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE CARPINENI COMMUNE: 
 

Carpineni - a pole of zonal growth, with food industry based on local raw materials, with 
services and physical and support infrastructure for the developed business environment. 

 

Objectives: 

1. Development of support infrastructure for the business environment and value chain of local 
products, 

2. Active promotion of the economic potential and local products at regional level. 

 

Results: 

The final result aims at revitalizing and developing the business environment in the 
agricultural sector by increasing the value chain of the produced raw materials. As well as for the 
producer of LLC „Rusale Paste” the main purpose is the sale of fresh pasta on the Romanian market. 
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9. ACTION PLAN 
 

Building 

blocks 

Key 
Objectives 

Actions / Projects 
ideas 

Duration 
(start/finish) 

Partners involved Estimated 
costs 

Results Monitoring 

indicators 
Local 
cooperation 
and 
networking 
Land and 
infrastructure 
External 
positioning 
and 
marketing. 
 

1.Development 
of support 
infrastructure 
for the 
business 
environment 
and value 
chain of local 
products 
 

1.1. Creating the 
Business Center and 
the Cereals 
Producers 
Association. 
 

2019 - 2020 
 

Mayoralty 
NAE 
ODIMM 
NGOs 
Commercial Banks, 
Credit and Loan 
Association, Donors 

91 
thousand 
Euro 

A business 
center created, 
An Association 
of Cereals 
Producers 
created 

No of created 
businesses, 
No of the new 
products 
launched on the 
market 
 

1.2. Transfer of the 
processing 
equipment under 
the Cereals 
Producers 
Association 
economic 
management and 
procurement of the 
grain packing 
equipment 

2019 - 2020 
 

Mayorlaty, 
Cereals Producers 
Association, 
Donors 
 

45 
thousand 
Euro 

Contract for 
transfer of the 
economic 
management of 
the building and 
processing 
equipment, 
A cereal 
processing and 
packaging 
complex 
created 

No of newly 
created 
products, 
The amount of 
processed 
cereals, 

1.3. Adaptation of 
existing production 
and packaging 
facilities to ANSA 
(National Agency 
for Food Safety ) 
requirements 

2019 - 2020 
 

Cereals Producers 
Association, 
Donors, 
AIPA (Agency for 
Agricultural 
Intervention and 
Payments) 

71 
thousand 
Euro 
 

Products 
Certification 

No. of 
certificates of 
quality and 
conformity 
obtained 

2. Active 
promotion of 
the economic 
potential and 
local products 

2.1. Developing a 
market studies for 
launching products 
with Carpini brand 

July - 
November  
2018 
 

Private sector 
 

18 
thousand 
Euro 
 

Developed 
market study 
 

Carpini branded 
products sold 
on the 
Romanian 
market 
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at regional 
level. 
 

on the Romanian 
market 
 
2.2. Conclusion of 
the exclusive 
distribution 
contract with the 
Romanian company 

2019 Private sector 
 

Signed contract 
 

Carpini branded 
products sold 
on the 
Romanian 
market  

2.3. Registration of 
the new local brand 
at AGEPI 
 

2019 Mayoralty 
Private sector 
Cosme programme, 
Tam/Bas programme, 
AGEPI (State Agency 
for Intellectual 
Property) 
 

10 
thousand 
Euro 
 

Created and 
registered at 
AGEPI brand, 
The wine brand 
"..." produced by 
the Bostavan 
Wine House 

Products sold 
under the brand 
new brand 
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10. FINANNCING SCHEME 

Actions 

Estimated 

Costs, 
thousand 
Euro 

Source of financing 

Funding gaps 

Remarks 
Local 
budget 

Upper level 
budgets 

Business Donors, 
Financing 
programs 

 

1.1. Creating the Business 
Center and the Cereals 
Producers Association. 

91,0 10,0  0 0 20,0 61,0   

1.2. Transfer of the 
processing equipment under 
the Cereals Producers 
Association economic 
management and 
procurement of the grain 
packing equipment 

45,0 0 0 15,0 15,0 
AIPA 

15,0   

1.3. Adaptation of existing 
production and packaging 
facilities to ANSA (National 
Agency for Food Safety ) 
requirements 

71,0 0 0 10,0  10,0  
AIPA 

51,0   

2.1. Developing a market 
studies for launching 
products with Carpini brand 
on the Romanian market 
 

18,0 0 0 18,0 0 0  

2.2. Conclusion of the 
exclusive distribution 
contract with the Romanian 
company 

0 0 0 0 0 0  

2.3. Registration of the new 
local brand at AGEPI 
 

10, 0 0 0 10,0 
TEAM/BASS 
(EBRD) 
Programme 
 

0  

Total 235,0  10,   43,0 55 ,0 127,0  
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11. INTERNAL ACTIVITY MONITORING PLAN 
 
Table 1.1- Internal Monitoring Plan of the presented activities  

Activity / Project Idea Duration 
(start / 
finish) 

Expected results 
month 1-6 (January-

June 2019) 

Expected results 
month 7-12 (July to 

December 2019) 

Expected results 
13-18 month 

(January-June 
2020) 

Expected results 
19-24 month (July 

to December 
2020) 

Expected results 
month 25-36 

(January 2021 
December 2021) 

1.1. Creating the 
Business Center and 

the Cereals 
Producers 

Association. 

01.2019 – 
06.2020 

The evaluation of 
the expenses for the 
repair of the 
building, the 
elaboration of the 
technical project, 
Creating the Cereals 
Producers 
Association 
 

Expertise of the 
technical project and 
elaboration of 
expenses estimates 

Identification of a 
donor for the 
financing of the 
works, elaboration 
of the task book and 
acquisition of the 
construction works 

Performing 
construction and 
capital repair 
works 

-Opened and 
operating 
business center, 
- Placed Cereals 
Producers 
Association of and 
new business, 
-Offered 
consultations to 
businesses 

1.2. Transfer of the 
processing 
equipment under the 
Cereals Producers 
Association economic 
management and 
procurement of the 
grain packing 
equipment 

By 2020 Drafting the Local 
Council Decisions on 
the Transfer of the 
Cereal Processing 
Machines under 
Economic 
Management 

Signing the contract 
for the economic 
management of the 
equipment and the 
building with the 
necessary spaces for 
launching businesses 

Purchasing of grain 
processing 
equipment 

Finished product 
sold in stores of 
the country 

- 

1.3. Adaptation of 
existing production 
and packaging 
facilities to ANSA 
(National Agency for 
Food Safety ) 
requirements 

By 
December 
2020 

-
Development 
of the 
technical 
project for 
adaptation of 
production 
areas, 
-
Development 

-Project expertise 
and expenses 
estimates, 
-Identification of 
donors for financing 
repair works and 
adaptation of the 
spaces according to 
the businesses needs 

Carrying out repair 
works and adapting 
the venue 

Obtaining 
certifications from 
ANSA and the 
Public Health 
Center to allow 
the functioning 

- 
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of the 
technological 
project on 
the 
equipment 
placement 

2.1. Developing a 
market studies for 
launching products 
with Carpini brand on 
the Romanian market 
 

By June 
2019 

Conducting 
market 
research 

- - - - 

2.2. Conclusion of the 
exclusive distribution 
contract with the 
Romanian company 

By June 
2019 

Signing the contract - - - - 

2.3. Registration of 
the new local brand at 
AGEPI 
 

By 
December 
2019 

Payment of  
the 
registration 
fees and 
signing of 
the 
intellectual 
property 
contract 

Brand registration - - - 
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ANNEXES 

Annex 1. Classification of economic activities 

Retail/ trade; 44%

Animal husbandry; 12%

Medical and pharmaceutical 
services; 8%

Agricultural production; 6%

Industrial production, 
construction and urban 

development; 5%

Services to Population (hair 
dresses, laundry, car repair 

services, minor repair 
services); 5%

Restaurants, cafes, bars etc.; 
4%

Repair and car wash services; 
3%

Transport/taxi; 3%

Communication services; 2%

Creative Services (design, 
photography, videography, 
web design, social media, 

event); 2%
Markets; 2%
Gas stations; 1%Financial services; 1%

Public water supply and waste 
management services; 1%

Information technology 
services; 1%

Business Services (training, 
consulting, marketing 

research, PR, advertising, 
publishing); 1%Intensive agriculture; 1%Cultural Heritage; 1%

Economic activities in the Carpineni village

Retail/ trade

Animal husbandry

Medical and pharmaceutical services

Agricultural production

Industrial production, construction and urban 
development

Services to Population (hair dresses, laundry, car 
repair services, minor repair services)

Restaurants, cafes, bars etc.

Repair and car wash services

Transport/taxi

Communication services

Creative Services (design, photography, 
videography, web design, social media, event)

Markets

Gas stations
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Annex A: Provision no.9 of 12.01.2018 on the creation of the working group for the 

elaboration of the Economic Development Strategy of the locality within the project 

"Mayors for Economic Growth" 

 

 


